
And the sun is starting a long slumber 
16 of the 23 days this month have been sunspotless. This year we 
have had 27 sunspotless days after 32 days late last year. This is 
the most since 2010 when 51 days had no sunspots. 2008 and 
2009 had over 250 days each year and 2007 over 150 sunspotless 
days counted. 

 
Low sunspot/solar flux years have more sunspotless days. 



 
We are rapidly descending to a second deep minimum 



 
The cycle when the count is adjusted for the measurement 
technology changes (to allow apple to apple comparison) shows 
this cycle ins similar t that at the Dalton Minimum and less than 
the early 1900s. 



 
We ran well below the quiet cycle 20. 

 
Se the long term cycles with the long quiet Maunder Minimum in 
the 17th century, the Dalton in the early 1800s, the relative dip in 
the early 1900s, the Grand maximum in the last century and now 
the slide down. 



 
The quick decline has some arguing unlike the last one which ran 
12.6 years from min to min and 14 years mx to max, might be 
short. If the cycle is ultra long like the last one, we will likely see 
over 800 sunspotless days, it it short, the number would be more 
like the 20th century cycles. 

 
A quiet sun affects our climate by reducing high atmosphere UV 
warming, enhanced cosmic ray induced low cloudiness, low 
geomagnetic favoring high latitude blocking in winter. 



 
See how Total Solar Irradiance as a proxy for all these other 
factors ties to ocean cycles and US annual temps. 



 
See why UV is more important that visible brightness changes. 

 



Some of the observed relationships are shown here. 

 
The changes are not uniform globally. Note how high solar flux 
tends to produce a +PDO horseshoe and cooler US. 



 
The annual temperatures in low solar are warmer annually in the 
southeast and a hint at a -PDO. 

 



With low geomagnetic activity the winters though are very cold 
(using the last low solar period here (2007-2011). 

 
Low solar summers though are hotter, consistent with the cold 
PDO. 

 



JB is right that low solar (cooler high atmosphere means more 
instability) leads to more tropical convection. 

 
As we have shown, there appears to be a relationship with phase 
of the solar cycle and ENSO. 

 



From 1947 to 1976, 14 years had La Ninas embedded, while just 6 
years had El Ninos. After the 1977 Pacific Climate 18 Shift during 
the subsequent period from 1977 to 1998, 10 El Ninos occurred 
with just 3 La Ninas. Since 1998, the Pacific Basin physical states 
have been more balanced and 7 El Ninos and 7 La Ninas 
occurred. So if the solar influences the PDO state, it may affect 
frequency and strength of El Nino and La Nina. More to come 
See how these factors affect climate in this solar story. 
 
	  


